
 

 
 

• The mission of FLAME is to help adult ministerial students and lay ministry staff and volunteers 
to prepare for effective ministry in the local church by offering online, live, interactive classes 
which focus on fulfilling the academic requirements for credentialing.  Secondarily, FLAME, via 
its live and face-to-face dynamic, offers an opportunity for spiritual renewal and reflection on 
the call; networking, and relationship building and accountability. 

• The purpose of FLAME is to ignite a generation of ministry leaders to: excellence in local church 
ministry by providing academically rigorous and practical ministry education.  Secondarily, it 
provides the opportunity to ignite passionate spiritual intimacy with God and fellow ministers; 
firmly constructed healthy relationships, accountability and community with others in local 
church ministry around the world. 

• It is the vision of FLAME that we will champion a movement of those in local church ministry 
who will serve with passion and excellence in community together which will bring about a 
measureable increase in ministry fruitfulness, spiritual passion, higher morale and lower 
attrition. 

• The Core Value of FLAME is to provide academically enriching ministerial education and 
formation to produce healthy, fit and effective ministers.  It’s secondary values are to: 1. Taking 
mediocre or exhausted spiritual fervor and cloudy  determination of a call and igniting spiritual 
fervor and clarity of ministry calling 2. To take unconnected individuals and connect them with 
others in ministry throughout North America for the purpose of networking ideas, developing 
healthy encouraging relationships and creating ongoing accountability structures. 

• Value Position: FLAME is the only adult education non-traditional offering in the Wesleyan 
Church which offers a combination of academics, opportunity for spiritual renewal, and 
community building in one package. 

• FLAME targets adult ministerial students age 28 and older who are pursuing credentialing in The 
Wesleyan Church. Lay volunteers and leaders also find FLAME beneficial for sharpening lay 
ministry, biblical knowledge and theological depth.   


